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Takeaways
1. Game Design Patterns and why would you want them
2. Patterns are connected into a Pattern Language
3. You create your own patterns to solve your design problems
4. Patterns help you communicate your design ideas to others
5. You can use patterns to design
6. Patterns help you coordinate design in your studio
7. Patterns can impact the bottom line



Who am I?

Game Design Student
Created and earned two game design degrees

Industry Veteran
Poptropica.com, FunBrain.com, Indie Board Games and Larps

Game Design Professor
Northeastern University: GAME/GSND

Speaker
ECGC, GDC, GDC Eu, DevCom, Pax/PaxDev, GaymerX, BFIG

Author
Pattern Language for Game Design, Perspectives in Game Design, Interactive Theater



What is a Pattern

"Each pattern describes a 
problem which occurs over and 
over again in our environment, 
and then describes the core of 
the solution to that problem, in 
such a way that you can use the 
solution a million times over, 
without ever doing it the same 
way twice."

- Christopher Alexander



What is a Pattern in Game Design? (According to me!)

Design Problem

Solution (Pattern Description)

Example Games

Keywords

Related Patterns

Confidence



How Do You Make A Pattern

General Patterns Exercise
1. Name a design element.
2. Name (at least) 10 games that use that element. 
3. Describe how each of those games uses the element you chose. 
4. Describe the design problems the games use the element to solve. 
5. What are the Patterns in the ways the elements are used that relate to the 

problems they solve?
6. Pick one of those patterns and describe it. (on the Pattern Library website)
7. You may repeat step 6 for each pattern you observed.



Pattern Library Website:



General Patterns Exercise

1. Name a design element

Jumping

Functional design element, for the 
purpose of this example I am 
considering jumping in relation to the 
player controlled character jumping.



General Patterns Exercise

2. Name (at least) 10 games that use that element

● Donkey Kong/Jumpman
● Q-Bert
● Super Mario Bros.
● (Braid as subversion?)
● Mirror's Edge
● Gravity Rush/VVVVVVV
● Alice / Super Mario World / Crackdown
● Guild Wars 2
● Tomb Raider (Reboot)
● Prince of Persia (2008)

● Poptropica
● Super Meat Boy
● StreetFighter/Soul Caliber/Devil May Cry
● Doom/Quake/Splosion Man
● Tribes
● Assassin's Creed
● Canabalt
● Sonic
● Trials HD



General Patterns Exercise

3. Describe how each of those games uses the element you chose.

● Donkey Kong / Jumpman, Geometry Dash - Jumping is used to avoid enemies and traverse the 2d space.
● Q-Bert - This game is Pac-Man-like in that it is a reflex-based puzzle game. It uses jumping as its only movement mechanic.
● Super Mario Bros. - Jumping is used to avoid enemies, traverse 2d/3d space, and as a way to attack enemies.
● Mirror's Edge - First-person jumping as pure traversal
● Gravity Rush / VVVVVVV - Jumping with control of physics
● Alice/Super Mario World /Crackdown - Jumping with a glide. Also, in-air control?
● Guild Wars 2 - Jumping for exploration and as a puzzle. Little need in world traversal, none in combat.
● Tomb Raider (Reboot) - Jumping as a puzzle mechanic.
● Prince of Persia (2nd reboot) - Assisted jumping. The game is single-player so that maybe just a double jump
● Doom/Quake/Splosion Man/Tribes - Jumping for world traversal. Jumping assisted by the physics of unrelated systems 

(Rocket Jumping, Ski Jumping, Bunny Hopping).
● StreetFighter/Soul Calibur/Devil May Cry - Jumping for world traversal, jumping as a combat move
● Poptropica, Super Meat Boy - Jumping for world traversal with very unrealistic physics.
● Trials HD - Jumping in unrealistic environments with very realistic physics.
● Assassin's Creed - Jumping 'on rails' for world traversal, jumping to escape enemies



General Patterns Exercise

4. What design problems do the games use the element to solve?
● Navigation through the world space (All Games Listed) - All games that I could think of that used jumping used it as part of world traversal. At a base-level jumping gives the player more 

movement options.
● Creating a sense of autonomy in the player. (All Games Listed) - I think that this is because jumping increases the players' ability to move in the world. There is some subtlety in how 

this works, though. Given that in some games jumping serves to make the character able to interact with the world in a way that more closely mirrors the real world, and in others jumping 
serves to differentiate the character from the player by allowing the character to move through the world in ways that the player can not.

● Creating a sense of danger for the player (Super Mario Bros., Mirror's Edge, Gravity Rush / VVVVVVV, Super Meat Boy, Tomb Raider, Prince of Persia, Trials HD) - Jumping has the 
real possibility of causing death in all of these games. The ratio of how dangerous jumping is to how much it lets you traverse the world seems to directly relate to the amount of power vs. 
fear that it creates in the player. In a game like Super Mario Bros., you may die from jumping incorrectly, but mostly in increases your ability to navigate the world. In a game like Geometry 
Dash jumping does allow you to progress through the world, but it mainly the thing that causes you to die when you do it incorrectly.

● Adding variety to the ways the player can interact with the world. (All Games Listed except Q-Bert and Geometry Dash in which jumping is the 'only' way you move through the world. 
But particularly Guild Wars 2, where it is not a primary world traversal tool and mostly used in optional jumping exploration puzzles.)

● Enabling player mastery of game systems through creating complicated, intricate systems that require player skill growth. (All Games Listed) - The degree to which this is the point 
seems related to how central a mechanic jumping is and how complicated and subtle the jump mechanics are. 

● Enabling player mastery of game systems by creating opportunities for the player to subvert them: (Doom/Quake, Tribes) This is interesting in that, in the case of these games, the 
mechanics were not intended to allow player subversion. Rocket Jumping and Ski-Jumping were on some level bugs that players found and used to enhance gameplay. The developers 
recognized the value of the bugs and incorporated them into future games intentionally. 

● Character building through giving the character abilities the player does not have: (Mirror's Edge, Gravity Rush, Alice, Tomb Raider, Poptropica, Assassin's Creed) - 
Superhuman jumping abilities help make the characters seem superhuman. Improving a character's most basic movement abilities probably more profoundly differentiates them from the 
player.

● Maintaining immersion in the game world by making player abilities and movement match the player's understanding of how the real world works. (Interestingly none of the 
example games use jumping in this way, but other games do - Silent Hill 2, Flashback)

● Enhancing combat by enhancing aggressive player actions. (Street Fighter/Soul Calibur, Super Mario Bros., Devil May Cry) The jumping itself may not be aggressive, but it serves to 
amplify the character's aggressive action. A jumping punch to the head is just more impactful than a standing punch to the head.



General Patterns Exercise
5. Are there Patterns in the ways the elements are used that relate to the problems 
they solve?

● More complex mechanics provide more opportunities for player skill. (Autonomy and Mastery)
● When power has a cost, it's frightening to use (Dangerous Jumping)
● Two great things that go great together (Jumping and Punching)
● She's just like me! vs. I want to be her when I grow up! (Maintaining immersion by creating realistic 

character abilities vs. Character building through superhuman abilities)



General Patterns Exercise

6. Pick one of those patterns and 
describe it on the Pattern Library 
website.



What is a Pattern Language

"In short, no pattern is an isolated entity. 
Each pattern can exist in the world only 
to the extent that is supported by other 
patterns: the larger patterns in which it 
is embedded, the patterns of the same 
size that surround it, and the smaller 
patterns which are embedded in it."

- Christopher Alexander
From Design Patterns in Games: the case for Sound Design 
by Valter Alves and Licinio Roque



How Do You Make A Pattern Language

First, Connect the Patterns

● Keywords 
● Parents
● Children
● Additive / Subtractive Patterns
● Alternate Patterns

Third, Make Patterns Findable

● Filter by Keywords
● Link to Related Patterns
● Search Titles
● Search Text 
● Share your patterns with others

Second, Understand Your Scope

● How broad/deep is your collection?
● How confident are you in your patterns?
● How confident are you in your links?
● Who is going to use your language?



A Library for Patterns in Game Design
This is one possible implementation of a Pattern Library allowing developers to collect and search patterns.



Why do I need my own?
The problem space of game design is too large for any one group to derive all the patterns that define it.

Your problems are too specific to solve with just patterns created for other problems.

Your own language can become the framework that you hang your understanding of design on.



What would I do with it?

Learning Design

Teaching Design

Understanding your successes and failures

Solving a specific design problem

Planning your next game

Communicating your design ideas clearly

Reducing risk by using proven patterns without creating derivative games



Design Patterns as Pedagogy: Learning and Teaching Functions as Proposed by Shuell and Moran

Knowledge Manipulation

● Encoding: Developers create their own patterns, deciding how to express the ideas they have 
observed. They choose the pattern title and image to help solidify the concept the pattern captures.

● Comparison: During the first stages of the pattern process, designers compare the use of their 
seed technique across existing games. Later in the process, they identify the best applications of 
the pattern that they have articulated as it is applied in existing games and choose the most diverse 
applications as examples to include in their pattern.

● Repetition: Within a specific iteration of the process of pattern discovery, designers analyze ten or 
more games looking for uses of their seed technique. The larger process of language creation 
involves repeating the pattern creation process many times and reviewing the created patterns 
looking for connections.

● Interpreting: Designers must examine existing games which contain the techniques they are 
investigating, understand the use of those techniques, and then articulate the shared aspects of 
their purpose and implementation in the form of a pattern. Later, they must begin with a pattern and 
design a game that implements the pattern to achieve the previously stated purpose.

● Exemplifying: When completing an exercise, developers must provide examples of the use of the 
pattern. These examples usually differ from the games that were analyzed as the source for the 
pattern. Additionally, designers are encouraged to find the most diverse set of examples possible to 
illustrate the scope of their pattern.

Higher Order Relationships

● Combination, integration, synthesis: Individual patterns are created by observing and combining 
the purpose and implementation of techniques across games. Pattern languages are created by 
articulating the relationships between patterns in terms of subject, purpose and function.

● Classifying: Each pattern must be assigned a set of keywords to place it within the context of 
existing design theory. Three levels of keywords are provided: keywords which identify the patterns’ 
subject matter, categories which place it in an area of design, and properties which indicate its 
purpose.

● Summarizing: The description of the pattern is a summary of the analysis that the designer has 
undertaken to derive the pattern.

● Analyzing: Patterns are created through the analysis of a set of existing games; these must be 
decomposed and understood in terms of the seed technique of the pattern exercise.

Learner Regulation

● Feedback: As part of the language creation process, patterns are peer reviewed and revised to best 
form the connections necessary for the language.

● Evaluation: On project completion, projects are peer reviewed to analyze the efficacy of their 
implementation of the patterns.

● Monitoring: During the use of patterns in design projects, the implementing designers provide 
feedback to the designers that developed each pattern.

● Planning: The use of patterns in practical design projects is intrinsically a planning process wherein 
the designers use patterns to structure their design prior to implementation.

Productive Actions

● Hypothesis generation: The process of pattern formation consists of analyzing data and forming a 
hypothesis.

● Inferring: Designers take existing design knowledge, examine existing examples of its use, and 
infer the patterns that it forms.

● Explaining: Creating the textual artifact of a pattern using the provided template allows designers to 
articulate and explain the theory they have constructed. Patterns are then further used to explain the 
more complex composite concepts that form a complete game design.

● Applying: Using patterns as the basis of design in practical game projects allows designers to 
apply the concepts that they have articulated and validate their efficacy.

● Producing and constructing: From simple scene implementations using a signal pattern to 
complex full game designs, the practical execution of a design into a game provides designers with 
the opportunity to demonstrate their learning in functional game artifacts.



Can Patterns Scale to Studio-Wide Use?

In the Summer of 2021 40+ students began a year long game design project 
creating a Pattern Language as the basis for their design.

In the Fall 10 students continued and 40 new students joined the project. Their 
introduction began with studying the chosen Pattern Language.

Decisions are made and disputes resolved by considering which choices are 
best supported by the Pattern Language.

The students are currently on track to complete their vertical slice by the end of 
this semester and begin full production in the Spring with a target of having a 
shippable game at the end of the academic year.



Takeaways
● A Game Design Pattern can help you understand and solve a design 

problem.
● A Pattern Language connects patterns so you can use them to solve 

complex problems or design whole games.
● Patterns you create yourself will be more useful than those you get from 

others.
● A Pattern Language can be a shared vocabulary to improve communication 

between developers.
● Patterns can form a useful basis for design and allow developers across a 

studio to understand and share responsibility for the design at a deep level.
● Validated patterns with high confidence may help reduce risk.



Resources
My Free Pattern Library and Book on Game Design Patterns
patternlanguageforgamedesign.com

My Design Blog with many articles on patterns
perspectivesingamedesign.com

Application of Pattern Language for Game Design in Pedagogy and Design Practice
https://www.preprints.org/manuscript/202107.0485/v1

Staffan Björk and Jussi Holopainen's Collection (800+ patterns)
virt10.itu.chalmers.se/index.php/Category:Patterns
Visualization Tool: http://gdpv.is/

From Design Patterns in Games: the case for Sound Design (Alves and Roque)
www.fdg2013.org/program/workshops/papers/DPG2013/b1-alves.pdf

Patterns in Game Design (Bjork and Holopainen)

Game Mechanics: Advanced Game Design (Adams and Dormans)

Pattern Theory (Helmut Leitner)

A Pattern Language (Christopher Alexander)

Visualization tool for Björk 
& Holopainen's Collection



Some Advanced Topics

OWL 2 Ontology Language Definition

Using ontology reasoners

Games Reference and Game Demographics

Research and Validation

Generative Design Patterns



Student Pattern Project:
Using Patterns To Understand Techniques: Shooting 

Pattern by: Liam Cristello
Project by: Christopher Boyd, 
Aharon Leichtman, James 
Mcmanus, Julia Sherbal, Jim Wu

Based on a pattern that addressed 
the potential for stagnate gameplay 
in games with a shooting core 
mechanic this group created a game 
where the character switches 
dimensions every time they fire their 
gun creating a kinetic shooting 
puzzle game with potential on par 
with Portal.



OWL 2 Ontology Language Definition



OWL 2 Ontology Language Definition


